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New in version 9 is a multi-track piano editor (with the ability to intelligently control which tracks to hide and choose the layout) that allows you to work with different types of notes. The ability to use mono, stereo and 4/4 tracks has been added for ease of play. The Gibson Les Paul piano became available as a solo instrument. In
version 9.1, the Sonar game mode with the ability to adjust the tilt of the preamp became available as an auxiliary tool. Version 9.3 contains 500,000 sounds, of which about 100,000 are polyphonic and provide a range of 48 octaves. In version 9, 7 types of soundtracks appeared, including early recordings of Dylan. With the release of
version 9, the sound card is usually replaced by an NTG-9100 or GT-9122. Among other changes - added support for digital audio signals from external devices. In an attempt to reduce power consumption, version 9 lost the MBA controllers. The MIDI display showing CPU, speaker and phase loading information as it was in version
8.4 has been redesigned to be all text instead of Expression Mode or Guitar Flow. A guitar effects mode for XM and Surround has also been added. 9.4 contains 16,000 built-in sounds, including 865,000 polyphonic timbres (multimedia plug-in such as EAX or INFO only works in advanced audio mode). This version contains 5,500

music styles, including classical, jazz, R&B and experimental electronics. The structure of Audio-Texture Evolution takes up a significant amount of time in version 9 - in particular, version 9.2 contains an updated chord editor. It is possible to change the playback speed of musical themes, change the speed of drum playback and
select accompaniment tones. This is not the end of most of the changes in the version regarding hardware capabilities. Version 9.4 (Windows) This version contains 9,000,000 images and content. This version includes its own library of fragments of analog and digital recordings with the ability to create your own files. Version 9 has

completely updated the TerraSound instrument, supporting the control area function of drums, acoustic guitars, synthesizers and pianos, including Apple models, Di
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